INTRODUCTION
As far as functioning of financial institutions is closely related to performing of substantial volumes of currency operations the problem naturally arises for performing profound analysis and management of possible financial risks. The currency related risk is a possibility of financial resources loss due to incorrectly performed operations with currency. From the risk management position the banking activities are basically directed towards risk acceptance and getting respective economic compensation instead. Some types of risks represent the price of banking business realization and it is impossible to avoid them completely. That is why the risk management processes is not aiming to complete elimination of the risks. A financial institution should provide a reliable substantiated relation between generalized parameters of possible risks and the capital, available financial resources and financial incomes [1, 2] .
There exist various approaches to quantitative estimation of possible losses. As of today there are developed the methods for computing of the currency risks that are widely used in financial enterprises. A selection of appropriate computing method is determined by the volume of available information, qualification of personnel that is busy with risk management problems, and the availability of necessary working instrumentation in the form of computer software.
In spite of the fact that such instrumentation market for the financial analysis includes rather wide choice possibilities their cost and the practical usage problems very often result in development of their own software products by the financial institutions. Such systems for risk estimation may exhibit much more functional restrictions that availa than available at the market but their advantages are in the possibility of fast extension of a number of practically needed functions. Also in such cases the financial institution personnel has a possibility to enhance substantially their qualification and to improve existing computing methodologies.
The paper is devoted to application of the VaR methodology for computing possible financial losses in analysis of a currency market with the use of original software.
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
The goal of the work is to execute the analysis of influence of exchange rates oscillations on profitability of currency transactions; to present algorithms of calculation of VaR meanings using delta-normal method and also using methods of historical and imitation modeling; to make comparison analysis of using indicated methods of VaR estimation and give recommendations concerning possibilities of their usage on Ukrainian financial market.
THE INFLUENCE OF EXCHANGE RATES OSCILLATIONS ON PROFITABILITY
The model of currency matching. Despite the fact that all financial risks in this or that way are implemented on the results of bank activity but the functional connection between risks exists not for all its types. The dependence between size of profits (losses) received as a result of bank holding an open currency line item, and market changes of currency rates is described by a model of currency matching [3] 
THE ESTIMATION OF CURRENCY RISK VAR USING DELTA-NORMAL METHOD
In order to demonstrate shortcomings and advantages of a delta-normal method, let's consider how to estimate possible future changes of the cost of briefcase of currency money.
The algorithm of calculation of VaR. The cost of briefcase of currency money t P in base currency is calculated with an expression:
where t P -time line of costs of the whole briefcase of currency money in base currency in the moment of time t i t k 1 − -the meaning of exchange rate of i currency to base currency on date t 1. Logarithm of time of changes of currency rate characterizes the intensity of change of currency rate and is a random variable, the distributing of which is close to normal with average meaning close to zero.
Stage 2. The calculation of volatility of currencies. In order to calculate the volatility of each currency separately without taking into account its connection with other currencies in briefcase, it is necessary to calculate for each currency selective average and standard quadratic deviation 
If volatility of i currency (1) is defined on daily interval, the risk cost of VaR і is also interpreted as maximum expected volume of reduction of total cost of a separately taken component of currency briefcase in i currency during one day with possibility 95 % or 99 % depending on the meaning of quantile Square matrix with dimension n n× , in which on i row and j column intersection the element К іj is located, is a correlation matrix of briefcase exchange rates. This matrix is symmetric:
, and the elements of main diagonal are single. 
THE ESTIMATION OF CURRENCY BANK RISK VAR USING THE METHOD OF HISTORICAL MODELING
First it is necessary to choose the period of time with depth T (for example, 250 working days). For these days selection is created from daily changes of currency rates for all N parts of currency briefcase:
where i t k -the meaning of exchange rate of i currency to base currency on date t, T t , 1 = ;
i t k 1 − -the meaning of exchange rate of i currency to base currency on date t-1. For each of T scenarios of rate changes it is modeled hypothetical rate k* of each currency in future as its current rate k 0 plus rate growth which corresponds the chosen scenario:
Then it is conducted the complete revaluation of current currency briefcase according to rates modeled on the basis of historical scenarios, and for each scenario it is calculated how the cost of today (current) currency briefcase (separately according to long and short bank currency item) would change: Received T changes of briefcase are ranged by falling for long currency item and on the contrary for the short. VaR is defined as maximum loss that is not exceeded in T ) 1 ( α − cases, or is equal to absolute variable of change with a number that corresponds integer part of a figure . This method is relatively easy to implement if daily updating data base of all currencies exists. As a rule the more depth of a retrospective that is used for rates modeling, the higher is the accuracy of estimation VaR, but at the same time the bigger is the risk of using out-of-date data. 5. The steps 3-4 to repeat K times (depending on the quantity of variables). As a result we get a line of meanings: 7. To calculate the average of modeled costs:
THE METHOD OF IMITATION MODELING MONTE-CARLO FOR ESTIMATION OF BANK CURRENCY RISKS VAR
8. To calculate possible losses according to i currency item:
THE PECULIARITIES OF MODEL VERIFICATION TO ESTIMATE VAR CURRENCY BRIEFCASE USING HISTORICAL DATA
The further specified operations influence the size of an open currency position and currency risk: (1) -purchase and sale of available and non-cash foreign currency; (2) -charge, receiving, payment of foreign currency in a form of profits and losses; (3) -receipt of funds in foreign currency to statute capital; (4) -repayment by a bank of hopeless debt in foreign currency; (5) -formation of reserves in foreign currency; (6) -purchase and sale of inventory items using foreign currency; (7) -other exchange operations with foreign currency [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . To estimate the changes of structure of bank currency item that does not depend on exchange rates oscillations, the index of Paashe is used.
Let's consider that the total cost of currency briefcase Р t in base currency on the moment of time t is defined by a formula: 
The process of verification of a model for currency risk estimation is the following. On the moment of time t it is possible to calculate the meaning of actual cost of a briefcase ) it is calculated the loss from exchange rates oscillations for the currency briefcase on the whole:
The comparison of daily meanings VaR t and corresponding to them actual changes of briefcase cost
The case when the condition is observed 
THE ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF ESTIMATION OF LOSSES VAR
To estimate VaR it has been used bank currency briefcase that consists of three items in three currencies (USA dollar, euro and Russian ruble). To estimate VaR and test models it has been used the following data: (1) 
THE ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF ESTIMATION VAR USING DELTA-NORMAL METHOD
On the input of a model the market meanings of exchange rates, bank meanings of exchange rates and bank currency items in briefcase currencies are presented. In order to check the adequacy of a model the recommendations of Basel committee of bank supervision for different levels of trust (95 %, 99 % and 97 %) have been used. Each three months it is calculated the quantity of mistakes of exchange rate forecast using delta-normal method; it is based on suggestion about normal division of profitability of exchange rates. The depth of retrospective for estimation of standard deviation is 250 days. The depth of retrospective for estimation VaR is also 250 days. The results of verification are brought together in table 1.
According to table 1 we can see that the model for estimation VaR of currency briefcase using delta-normal method is inadequate. In order to find the reasons of inadequacy of a model the retrospectives that are used to find estimations VaR are checked on normal division according to Pirson criterion. Profitability for USA dollar rate does not have normal division. Profitability for euro is divided close to normal division, and on some periods has normal division.
As a result of retrospective testing of a model while calculating VaR for each currency it has been found: if 
THE COMPARISON OF METHODS OF ESTIMATION VAR
In table 2 it is represented the results of back-testing for each of models and is calculated the quantity of mistakes according to the results of models work on some periods with duration of 250 days each.
The results of analysis of shortages and advantages of used methods of estimation VaR are gathered in table 3.
CONCLUSIONS
Measure VaR has shortages and advantages, but it gives possibility to estimate the risk uniquely for each country and each bank. To compare the results of implementation of this methodology on Ukrainian currency market three methods of estimation VaR of bank currency briefcase are represented.
The model of risks estimation on the base of delta-normal method has appeared to be inadequate because the assumption about the normal division of currency rates profitability hasn't been made. It is necessary to mark that the division of profitability of euro rate on some periods is close to normal and thus the model of estimation VaR of currency item to euro on these periods has appeared to be adequate.
The method of historical modeling has shown satisfactory result only on conditions of stable market situation. It badly adapts to different oscillations on the market and thus today it can't be used on Ukrainian financial market.
The better results of estimation of possible losses have been received using Monte Carlo method. The mistakes in forecasts of possible losses appear only on condition of unpredicted sharp shifts of rate but the model on the base of this method quickly adapts to market changes. To use this method on-line it is necessary to have big calculation capacities that mean vain charges for banks with little market Table 1 . The results of conduction of retrospective testing of calculation VaR using delta-normal method
